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India is a country with a fascinating mix of 

cultures. This diversity has led its craft to evolve 

and create a unique style of its own. MMA Design 

has been inspired by this unique style and is proud 

to present our new line of Premium designer

furniture - AASANDHI

These are thoughtfully designed pieces , every 
creation is an expression of Indian values, ethos and 

way of life.



The furniture celebrates India and its 
culture, it is our endeavour at Aasandhi 
to bring all that we love about India to 

our clients across the globe.

The complete range of furniture from 
the house of Aasandhi is a perfect 
blend of design, functionality and 
ergonomics that is rooted in the

Indian culture and adapted to the
modern sensibilities!

Aasandhi uses innovative techniques,
materials, and designs to Churn

out & create a beautiful balance of
Classic and Contemporary furniture.



Our logo inspired by ‘Mandala’ is a visual representation of 
Aasandhi’s Universe, it represents our pursuit of excellence in our 
designs, it signifies the attention to detail and also indicates the

extensive options to choose from.

Aasandhi’s universe comprises of all its furniture creations. 
Aasandhi’s Chairs, Tables, Stools, Sofas and Accessories are 

designed keeping in mind detailing, comfort, elegance, and the 
aesthetic beauty.

Aasandhi’s endeavour to encompass perfection and present
products par excellence through perfect sync of every aspect of 

craftmanship ! A perfect circle…… a Mandala !
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Certified Wood and Papers come from responsibly managed 

Forests, as defined by particular standards. With third party 

certification our Suppliers have developed standards of good 

forest management. All our furniture is Made in India from 100% 

genuine solid woods, that are harvested and replanted in a very 

sustainable way. Our wood supplier ensure that their forest lands 

are kept healthy, protected clean water and wildlife habitat, 

continually replanted more than the harvested wood.

S U S T A I N A B L E
U S E  O F  W O O D
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S O F A S

A well made Sofa adds a luxurious look to any room.

Sofa designs compliment the décor and styling of the

room and their apt placement accentuates the space.

Frames and joinery in a Sofa, though not prominent,

are the backbone of a well made Sofa. So, we take extra 

care to ensure the right wood is selected for a particular

sofa. Metal framing and precision joinery ensures that our 

Sofas stand the test of time. We have developed

Sofas that are crafted keeping in mind the optimum foam 

density, padding and upholstery fabric for an

elegant, comfortable and classy look.
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In Indian culture a new beginning is auspiced by
doing a Homa and Havan.

Auspice your room with this beautiful sofa!

Pleasing to the eye and the body, this sofa is designed
keeping comfort and aesthetics in mind and goes

well with any décor.

H O M A
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W-850 X D-750 X H-800
Fabric + Metal

W-1450 X D-750 X H-800
Fabric + Wooden Legs

W-2050 X D-750 X H-800
Fabric + Metal07
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A straight line deviates to form a beautiful curve.
A sofa with a contoured back that has a smooth

curve to resemble an arch.

The traditional arch shape and its rich upholstery
provides superlative comfort to make you

feel pampered.

Aral is guaranteed to get the room redefined,
the artsy way!

A R A L
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W-1450 X D-675 X H-775
Fabric + Solid Wood

W-850 X D-750 X H-800
Fabric + Metal
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Rajan means the king, everything the king does is majestic.
This sofa is no less majestic in its design.

This elegant and luxurious sofa makes a royal statement.

Soft, Cosy & very Comfortable.
The Rajan makes you feel like Royalty!

R A J A N
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W-1000 X D-800 X H-750
Fabric + Metal

W-1600 X D-800 X H-750
Fabric + Metal

W-2200 X D-800 X H-750
Fabric + Metal
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K A N D A R

Undavali Caves are a masterpiece of Indian architecture.
These caves have been cut out of a single solid sandstone rock.

A perfect monolithic example of rock cut architecture.

Presenting a beautiful and unique sofa made out of
a single mould like the monolithic Undavali Caves.

The back of the sofa resembles the cave openings.

This sofa will mesmerise the beholder
with its sheer grandeur!
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W-2350 X D-900 X H-700
Fabric + Metal

W-1650 X D-900 X H-700
Fabric + Metal 26
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P A C H I S I

Pachisi is a cross and circle game played on a symmetrical
cross shaped board. It is being played since medieval times

and used to be known as the national game of India.

Presenting a compact sofa that has four square cushions
that resemble the cross shaped board. Cross over to the next

level of comfort this simple elegant sofa offers.
A perfect seating in any room.
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W-1450 X D-750 X H-675
Fabric + Solid Wood

W-2050 X D-850 X H-675
Fabric + Solid Wood31
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Indoor furniture are perhaps one of the most used pieces of 

furniture, which means it has faster wear and tear. A really 

strong and heavy duty thread along with proper sewing 

methods is imperative to achieve long life for furniture. Hence 

we use only bonded nylon threads of reputed brands, nylon

threads have great flexibility and it can be easily stretched, 

giving great sew ability. Additionally, it cuts cleanly at thread 

trimming with ply ply separation and provides abrasion and 

stain resistance. The high tenacity nylon allows for outstanding 

strength amd durability and its unique bond chemistry and

coating produces as strong and supple thread with no ply 

untwisting, no flaking and no ‘sewn in’ colour change

T H R E A D
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P A A S A

Throw the dice or paasa and win the game!
Here is a sofa with a back that resembles a dice.

A youthful sofa that is functional and elegant
and can be used for any occasion.

This compact piece is just the furniture you
need to complete your office setting.
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W-600 X D-675 X H-825
Fabric + Solid Wood

W-1200 X D-675 X H-825
Fabric + Solid Wood

W-600 X D-675 X H-825
Fabric + Solid Wood

W-1200 X D-675 X H-825
Fabric + Solid Wood



W-1800 X D-675 X H-825
Fabric + Solid Wood

W-1800 X D-675 X H-825
Fabric + Solid Wood
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V Y U H

A Vyuha is the formation of the army ready for battle.  
Step up your lifestyle with this awesome lounger, whose upholstery

is stitched like a vyuha.
 

Add a feeling of airiness and lightness to your office-space with this 
eccentric couch. It is uniquely designed to act like a lounger from one 

side as well as a sofa with a backrest and a wooden arm.
This couch will serve as the ideal stressbuster at work!
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W-1575 X D-575 X H-550
Fabric + Solid Wood
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T A R I N I

A jahaaj or ship has been used to transport people or goods 
and also used during warfare since medieval times. 

Sit on this sofa to set sail on a luxury voyage.
The sheer comfort and unique design of this masterpiece

will mesmerize you.
 

Looking at its sophisticated elegance is enough to make 
anyone's day better. Combine this with its uber

comfort - and you're sure to blissfully fall in love with it.
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W-2350 X D-900 X H-700
Metal + Fabric51
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Q U T U B

Built with marble and pale red sandstone, the Qutub Minar is an 
inspiration and prototype for many other minarets built later.

From the house of Qutub, presenting a sectional sofa that looks 
tall like its namesake the Qutub Minar, with it’s high

back and high armrests.

With an eye-catching design and a comfortable backrest,
this elegant sofa will go well with any décor.
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W-725 X D-725 X H-800
Fabric + Solid Wood

W-1450 X D-725 X H-800
Fabric + Solid Wood

W-850 X D-725 X H-800
Fabric + Solid Wood

W-1375 X D-725 X H-800
Fabric + Solid Wood
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W-2050 X D-725 X H-800
Fabric + Solid Wood

W-1925 X D-725 X H-800
Fabric + Solid Wood
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F A B R I C
U P H O L S T E R Y

Commercial fabrics defy conventional definitions of

sustainability and are designed to enhance and perform in

environments that demand varying degrees of durability.

Performance for commercial fabrics are measured in five

categories : flame resistance ; UV resistance; physical

properties, which includes breaking strength, seam slippage,

and pilling ; abrasion resistance for upholstery ; and crocking,

or color fastness.

We extensively use Warwick fabrics from Australia which

provide specialized range of commercial upholstery fabrics

with not only higher Martindales but excellent anit bacterial

and anti microbial properties.
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Konark Sun Temple is dedicated to the Hindu Sun God Surya. It has a 
100 foot high chariot carved from stone and there are multiple steps 

before one can reach the temple.

A step up in cushioned seating, this sofa Instantly adds the oomph 
factor to your commercial setting with its classic design. 

Contemporary styling and comfortable ergonomics,
it both looks and feels great.

K O N A R K



W-850 X D-775 X H-825
Fabric + Solid Wood
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W-2050 X D-775 X H-825
Fabric + Solid Wood

W-1450 X D-775 X H-825
Fabric + Solid Wood
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S T I T C H I N G

What’s the real mark of fine furniture? Quality.

That’s why our skilled seamstresses only use sewing

techniques that hold together for an enduring finished piece.

Our stringent quality checks ensure that every upholstered piece

of furniture has strong, high quality seam that won’t come undone.

We finish our furniture edges to reinforce the seams so you

have a durable piece of that won’t require frequent mending.

CNC programmable sewing machines ensure that stitch

consistency and quality is maintained on every single product.
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Like the layers of petals of a Dahlia flower, the layers of
foam make this sofa a soft seat of ultimate comfort!

Maximized seating space, minimal effort!
This sofa is perfect for small-space style, with curves in all the

right places, your office space just got its informal meeting spot. 

D A H L I A
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W-450 X D-500 X H-850
Solid Wood

W-2050 X D-770 X H-850
Fabric + Solid Wood
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An Ishtaka or Block usually has one or more flat surfaces.
Presenting an elegant, practical, smart single seater sofa which has 

cushion blocks to enhance the comfort level.

This sofa is so cosy, it is guaranteed to help you relax in an instant 
after you sit on it. With no armrests, it gives your office space a 

brilliant and unique look. 

I S H T A K A
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W-600 X D-650 X H-750
Fabric + Solid Wood
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W-1200 X D-650 X H-750
Fabric + Solid Wood

W-1200 X D-650 X H-750
Fabric + Solid Wood
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Jhoola or a swing is a seat enjoyed by the young and old alike.
The swinging motion is very comforting and relaxing.

Shaped like a swing, this elegant sofa is designed to
provide you superior comfort. Andola not only renders a blend of 

classic and contemporary but also looks gorgeous.

A N D O L A
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W-2200 X D-775 X H-850
Fabric + Solid Wood

W-1600 X D-775 X H-850
Fabric + Solid Wood
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P O U F F E S

Pouffes are convenient, space saving and inviting seating

pieces to break the monotony of Chairs or Sofas.

Their compact form and function provide a cosy place to

have a quick discussion over coffee or catch up

with a colleague to exchange ideas. They can be placed it 

anywhere and are sure to enhance the space.
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Appearing like Asthila or a round pebble or stone,
this beautiful two tone pouffe is a joy to behold.
The smoothness of its contours and the comfort

that it offers when you sit on it is beyond compare.
A perfect choice in space saving furnishing!

A S T H I L A
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W-400 X D-400 X H-450
Fabric + Solid Wood

W-500 X D-500 X H-450
Fabric + Solid Wood
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A game of chess is meaningless without its pawns. 
Designed like a pawn or a Mohra, this supple pouffe

will make a move straight into your heart!

A seating that will enhance any room!

M O H R A



W-400 X D-400 X H-450
Fabric + Solid Wood
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Sporting a design that resembles a Katak or links in a 
chain, this eye catching pouffe will link itself with any 

décor! A furniture piece that one would be proud to own!

K A T A K
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W-500 X D-500 X H-430
Fabric + Solid Wood
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S T O R A G E

Perfect addition to complete our furniture range, 
Introducing Storages just for you!

Not only great in design, but these occasional pieces also 
provide spacious storage functions with drawers, 

cabinets, or shelves. Pick from the varied designs to best 
meet your needs.



D A R A A J

Daraaj means drawers! Here is a perfect
combination of cabinets and drawers,

space and Elegance. A perfect multipurpose
sideboard suitable for any room.
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W-1800 X D-450 X H-725
W-900 X D-900 X H-750
Solid Wood
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K A P A T I K A

Appearing like a shelf with drawers of a cupboard,
as the name suggests, Kapatika is a lookalike of

cupboard drawers.

Two large drawers with a table top and a shelf below,
provides ample space and an appealing look to this new

age sideboard. A superb mix of wood and
metal to enhance its beauty. Ideal f or theentrance foyer!
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W-1500 X D-450 X H-750
Solid Wood + Metal
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A traditional sideboard with a strong, solid
and robust look. This sturdy piece of furniture is
perfect to use for storing items like Files/books,

cutlery / crockery.

Tip: Ideal as a workstation separator in offices or
a kitchen/dining separator in an open kitchen

concept.

K O S H
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W-450 X D-500 X H-850
Solid Wood
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P E T I K A

Petika is a perfect name for this smaller
version of a sideboard that is shaped like a box

or peti. An ideal storage for small spaces.
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W-450 X D-500 X H-850
Solid Wood



A stunning five door sideboard with each
door covered with a woven mat or chattai.

Beauty with an ethnic touch makes this piece of
furniture eye-catching. It will certainly stand out

in any room.

C H A T T A I
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W-450 X D-500 X H-850
Solid Wood
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Accent Pieces create a balance and uplift

the functionality of an area. To enhance the aura of any

Space residential, Commercial or Corporate.

In fact, accent pieces can also be kept outdoors to add

charm and functionality to any space!
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Rangoli is drawn to auspice special and religious ceremonies. 
It is made from coloured sand or powdered rice,

pulses and petals. It is a traditional Indian art form and 
consists of intricate designs. As pretty as its name Rangoli, 

this beautiful and intricately designed accent stool will
be the highlight of any room.

R A N G O L I
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Appearing like a beautiful planter, this flat top
perch with a conical base to support it

is indeed a unique accent stool.

M E Z
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Graha is an entity that has the power to lay hold of or grasp. 
With legs that resemble tongs, ready to grasp or hold 

something, this stunning accent stool comes in two
varieties - with a square seat and four legs and with

a round seat and three legs.

G R A H A
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A beautiful concept of an accent stool that
has a round seat and four legs and

appears like a blooming flower.

P U S H P
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A masterpiece of furniture, this accent stool is breath-taking. 
Shaped like a Samai or Diya, this uniquely shaped perch will 

light up any social gathering!

S A M A I
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A rare designer piece of furniture, this accent stool
is a replica of a Damru. When you look at it,

you can actually hear drum beats! A stool that will
surely make you miss a heart beat and compel

you to take one home!

D A M R U
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As light passes through the lattice design of this stool, it makes a light 
and shadow pattern. This gives the impression that the light is playing 

hide and seek or lucca chhuppi! An eye catching accent stool
that will go with any décor!

L U C C A - C H H U P P I
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We at MMA Design, would like to convey our gratitude to
our clients for their support and encouragement

through our journey!

Special thanks to the Design Firms and PM teams that
we have worked with in the past years for their

guidance and support.

Finally, we want to thank all our manufacturing and
logistics partners who have enabled us to service our

clients across the Country!

We Look forward to this love and support for our new
endeavour ‘Aasandhi’.
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